Creativity & Healing: Connecting Through Art – The ArtStreet Experience

Wednesday, April 19, 2023
NACHC’s STRATEGIC PILLARS

1. **Equity and Social Justice**
   - Center everything we do in a renewed commitment to equity and social justice

2. **Empowered Infrastructure**
   - Strengthen and reinforce the infrastructure for leading and coordinating the Community Health Center movement, notably consumer boards and NACHC itself

3. **Skilled and Mission-driven Workforce**
   - Develop a highly skilled, adaptive, and mission-driven workforce reflecting the communities served

4. **Reliable and Sustainable Funding**
   - Secure reliable and sustainable funding to meet increasing demands for Community Health Center services

5. **Improved Care Models**
   - Update and improve care models to meet the evolving needs of the communities served

6. **Supportive Partnerships**
   - Cultivate new and strengthen existing mutually beneficial partnerships to advance the shared mission of improving community health

To learn more about NACHC’s Strategic Pillars visit [https://www.nachc.org/about/about-nachc/](https://www.nachc.org/about/about-nachc/)
THE NACHC MISSION

America’s Voice for Community Health Care

The National Association of Community Health Centers (NACHC) was founded in 1971 to promote efficient, high quality, comprehensive health care that is accessible, culturally and linguistically competent, community directed, and patient centered for all.
RECORDING DISCLAIMER

• This meeting will be recorded by the host. Individual participants are welcome to record this meeting on their personal device.

• Recordings and materials exchanged* during this meeting will be shared with others.

• By staying in this meeting, you automatically consent to be recorded.

*Content shared today is the viewpoint of presenters and may not fully reflect the opinions of NACHC.
AUDIO CONNECTIONS

Option 1: “Phone Call”
Follow the unique process on your screen using your phone

Option 2: “Call Using Computer Audio”
You must have computer speakers and a microphone
Video and audio for this virtual event have been disabled by the host.
To ask a question or make a comment, please use the Q&A box, then click "Send". Select Send Anonymously if you do not want your name attached to your question in the Q&A.
FRIENDLY REMINDERS

This meeting will be **RECORDED**.

All attendee video and audio functions will be **DISABLED** by the host. audio

We encourage you to submit your questions and comments at any time in the **Q&A BOX**. Moderators and presenters will respond to questions as they can.
Introduction to ArtStreet
Timelapse
Go to www.menti.com and use the code 2266 6128

Instructions

Go to
www.menti.com

Enter the code
2266 6128

Or use QR code
Menti

Menti wordcloud question:
What's one word to describe how you're feeling now?
QUESTIONS?
THANK YOU!

PLEASE VISIT US ONLINE nachc.org